Seven 7
For your Wedding or Corporate Party

A Seven 7 show is second to none! Seven 7 is a 5 piece professional dance cover‐only band, that performs a mix of (a‐
side only) dance hits from the 60s to today with a level of accuracy and professionalism that is truly first rate. We have
4 different Lead Singers in the band which gives us the variety and harmony to play many genres accurately. We tend to
mix songs so that the beat never stops.(Except of course for love‐song ballads, where Huggy, our front man, really
shines!) We play a mix of Motown, Disco, southern rock, soul, and even throw in a little usher & Nelly when the crowd
calls for it. From Average White Band to ZZtop with a pit stop at Sublime. We keep the dance floor packed. We have a
professional image, a great stage show, an outstanding PA & lighting system, and the whole band's goal is to ensure that
every one of your guests leaves having had a great time
The band was conceived and started by John “Special K” Kirsch and Michael “Huggy Bear” Williams along with two
former members in 2000. After nearly 8 years we're still going strong. The Seven Band, as we are sometimes called, is
currently comprised of John "special k" Kirsch, Chris Turner, Wayne Dubose and Mike "Huggy Bear" Williams. We also
have Speedy along with Dave(Jon) working with us, helping with sound and lights. After a few name changes we spent
our first 2 years as Rhythm Eclipse, then eventually we became known as Seven 7, the dance cover band. Seven 7 has
performed regularly and consistently for the last 7+ years at weddings, corporate parties, anniversary celebrations,
birthday parties, in small bars, large venues, and we've opened for national and regional touring acts. Members have
performed with or opened for the likes of George Clinton, Clarence Carter, John Hayes, and Mothers Finest.

Seven 7 Cares! The seven 7 band itself has worked alongside Wal‐Mart, to raise money for The Children's Miracle
Network. We give back to our community by performing charity events quarterly. Over the years the band has helped
raise tens of thousands of dollars for important local charities such as Peace Place, the Piedmont Rape Crisis Center,
Ecological charities, The Children's Miracle Network, and for the family's of friends in need. In all of our lineups, our goal
has not wavered: Seven 7 produces an outstanding show, with nonstop dance party music, and we do it with taste,
style, professionalism, appreciation for our community. Seven 7 will make your Atlanta Georgia or Athens GA wedding,
corporate party, or graduation party an event loved by all.
Seven 7 Experience! Seven 7 has performed at over 500 public performances over the last 7+ years. Beyond that we've
performed at hundreds of formal and semi‐formal private events (like Weddings and corporate parties) over the years.
We encourage all prospective clients to review our client testimonials, our set lists, and our live recordings before
making the choice to book us. Our complete history, live demos, testimonials, recent photos, and current pricing
schedule is available at http://www.seven7.us. Feel free to call or email me for additional information, too!

John Kirsch
The Seven 7 Band ‐
Athens GA
john@seven7.us
(706)351‐0224

